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OAK TREE TIMES
(Personality Quiz Edition!)

Where the Paper Reads You!

HARRY  POTTER SORTING QUIZ

(We do not support hate of any kind)

Question 1:  What is your zodiac sign?

a) Cancer, Virgo, Aquarius
b) Taurus, Libra, Pisces
c) Aries, Leo, Sagittarius
d) Scorpio, Gemini, Capricorn

Question 2:  What is your favorite season

a) Fall
b) Spring
c) Summer
d) Winter

Question 3:  What element of nature do you

relate most to?

a) Water
b) Air
c) Earth
d) Fire

Question 4:  What is your favorite school

subject?

a) Math
b) Recess
c) Sports
d) History

Question 5:  What is your favorite candy?

a) Peanut M&M
b) Jelly Beans
c) Snickers
d) Sour Patch Kids

ANSWERS:

Mostly  A’s: Ravenclaw
Mostly  B’s: Hufflepuff
Mostly  C’s: Gryffindor
Mostly  D’s: Slytherin
Hope you’ve enjoyed this immaculate
article,
🖤 Aria (& Cole)
P.S. The writers of this immaculate article are
Slytherin (Aria) and Hufflepuff (Cole).

TAG!
Hi! My name is Elise and I am 13 years old (14 in
September). I love all performing arts (primarily singing
and dancing) and visual arts, excessive baking, cooking,
TV (especially horror movies), board games, video
games, spontaneous adventures, healthy
discussion/debate on controversial topics/ideas, and
cats! I also play the drums and can play the guitar (as
long as it is from my small sample space of songs I have
learned)! My favorite types of music are: rock, r&b, 90’s
everything, early 2000 (we love a good Kelly Clarkson
and Kesha throw back), metal, and many other artists
i.e.,Tame Impala, Willow, Lady Gaga, The Beatles, and
Mitski! I have been at CAAP for a good amount of time
and I am excited to be tagged! I tag Liam Christ!
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Random Things #6: What Moth Are You?

What do you look like?
a. Dark but also iridescent and colorful
b. Muted natural tones with lots of patterns
c. Gothic with lots of skulls and yellow accents
d. Pastels, speci�cally pink and yellow
e. All of the above

How do you deter predators?
a. Warn them of your poisonousness with bright

colors
b. Have �eshy spikes along your back when you are a

baby
c. Emit a loud chirp and �ash your brightly colored

abdomen
d. Stay inside your mother till you can go out on your

own
e. All of the above

How do you get food?
a. Eat nectar from white/yellow �owers
b. Rely on fat reserves from when you were a baby

because you do not have a mouth
c. Mimic the scent of bees so you can steal honey

from them
d. Eat entire leaves
e. All of the above

Goodbye session 1 campers
This is the last day we will be able to see session
1 campers this CAAP year. If you are coming
back next year then I’ll look forward to seeing
you! If you are not, then I had a great time with
you. Don't worry session 1 campers! You will still
get a caap t-shirt sent to you! We are so happy
with your hard work for CAAP. We hope we will
be able to see you again!
-Mineral Panda

Where would I �nd you?

a. Only in Madagascar
b. South (and/or) East Asia,

speci�cally in forests
c. Africa, Asia, and parts of

Europe
d. Eastern north america
e. All of the above

Where in culture would I �nd

you?

a. On co�ee table books and highly
sought after by collectors

b. A giant monster  in a movie
c. In a horror movie
d. Popular and cute with lots of

fanart
e. All of the above

【☆】★【☆】★【☆】★【☆】★【☆】

Answers:

Mostly As: The Madagascan Sunset

Moth

Mostly Bs: The Atlas Moth

Mostly Cs: The Death's Head Hawk

Moth

Mostly Ds: The Rosy Maple Moth

Mostly Es: Charlotte/Mothman
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What’s Your Secret Sign?
Ever wonder what’s your zodiac sign? Of course, there’s a real answer based on your birthday,

but you might have a secret sign based on opinions.

1. I’m described as:
a. Bold
b. Dependable
c. Flexible
d. Loyal
e. Generous
f. Logical
g. Peacemaking
h. Courageous
i. Adventurous
j. Hardworking
k. Optimistic
l. Sensitive

2. For breakfast, I’ll choose:
a. Hash browns
b. Pancakes
c. Cereal
d. Yogurt
e. Avocado toast
f. Co�ee
g. Wa�es
h. French toast
i. Breakfast burrito
j. Oatmeal
k. Omelet
l. Cinnamon rolls

3. My favorite color is:
a. Red
b. Green
c. Yellow
d. White
e. Gold
f. Brown
g. Pink
h. Black
i. Purple
j. Gray
k. Blue
l. Light green

4. My favorite sandwich is:
a. Pastrami
b. Egg salad
c. Hamburger
d. Caprese
e. Pulled pork
f. Tuna salad
g. Italian
h. Grilled cheese
i. Reuben
j. Ham + cheese
k. Bacon, egg, + cheese
l. PB&J

5. My fave pizza topping is:
a. Pineapple
b. Sausage
c. Eggplant
d. Extra cheese
e. Jalapenos
f. Artichokes
g. Black olives
h. Bell peppers
i. Mushrooms
j. Basil
k. Pepperoni
l. Bacon

6. My BFF’s star sign is:
a. Gemini
b. Cancer
c. Aries
d. Taurus
e. Libra
f. Scorpio
g. Leo
h. Virgo
i. Aquarius
j. Pisces
k. Sagittarius
l. Capricorn
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If you chose mostly As, your secret sign is Aries! Spontaneous and courageous, you love to come out

number 1. You have a sense of adventure and love to explore.

If you chose mostly Bs, your secret sign is Taurus! Taureans, like the bull that represents them, are

known to be dependable, hardworking, and dedicated. You love to relax, but are also stubborn.

If you chose mostly Cs, your secret sign is Gemini! You’re �exible and clever, and there's never a boring

moment while you’re around. You always bring innovative thinking and passion to your work.

If you chose mostly Ds, your secret sign is Cancer! A gentle but fearless leader is the perfect way to

describe a Cancer because, like the moon, you’re both protective, yet bold and a trailblazer.

If you chose mostly Es, your secret sign is Leo! Represented by the lion, Leos act like kings and queens of

the celestial jungle. You’re delighted to bask in the spotlight and celebrate yourself.

If you chose mostly Fs, your secret sign is Virgo! On the appearance, you’re humble and practical, but

under the surface, you’re kind and sympathetic. Virgoans are quick thinkers, but they have so much

mental energy that they are frequently stressed and tense.

If you chose mostly Gs, your secret sign is Libra! Libras are recognised for their charm, beauty, and

well-balanced personalities. You are cozy and friendly while looking for a sense of balance.

If you chose mostly Hs, your secret sign is Scorpio! Scorpios are extremely deep and emotional people,

and are intense in all things they do. You’re a natural leader but you can be very serious. Scorpios are

�ercely passionate and you’ll give your heart to people and causes you care about.

If you chose mostly Is, your secret sign is Sagittarius! Sagittarians are optimistic, lovers of freedom,

hilarious, fair-minded, honest and intellectual. You are spontaneous and fun, usually with a lot of friends,

and are perhaps the best conversationalists in the zodiac.

If you chose mostly Js, your secret sign is Capricorn! Capricorns are the hardest workers of the zodiac

and love nothing more than getting ahead in life. You’re ambitious, determined, materialistic and strong.

You will keep going when others would've given up. This makes you a great friend.

If you chose mostly Ks, your secret sign is Aquarius! You’re advanced, self-reliant, clever, exceptional,

and optimistic. Others are enthusiastic and active, while other Aquarians are calm and sensitive. At the

end of the day, Aquarius is dedicated to making the world a better place.

If you chose mostly Ls, your secret sign is Pisces! Pisces are typically loyal, intuitive, and creative, and

people love them. Pisces people are known for being emotionally sensitive, gracious, and emotionally

aware. You’ll go to great lengths to ensure the happiness of those around them, and you’re also creative

and imaginative.
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What Fluffy Cow are You?

By Butterfly Patronus 🦋
How would your friends describe you?

A.Funny
B.Smart
C.Foody
D.Cute, but they'd never say that to your face

What's your favorite board game? (sry I couldn’t do all).

A.Monopoly
B.Bananagrams
C.Codenames
D.Sorry

What's your favorite pastime?

A.NATURE!!!
B.Book
C. Sleep
D.Running around

HERE ARE THE ANSWERS!!!

If you chose mostly

A’s you are this cow:

If you chose mostly

B’s you are this cow:

If you chose mostly C’s you are this cow:

If you chose mostly D’s you are

this cow:

History Of Boba Tea & Boba Tea Personality Quiz
Milk and sugar have been added to tea in Taiwan since the
Dutch colonization of Taiwan in 1624–1662. (copied that from
Wikipedia)

1. Tapioca Pearls:
Tapioca pearls are edible spheres made with Tapioca
flour and other things like sugar and water. But you
can add other things to flavor the boba. An example is
brown sugar boba. Instead of granulated sugar you
use brown sugar which gives it a caramel taste that is
different from normal boba.

2. Tea:
Technically you can have any tea and put boba in. But
it doesn’t have to be tea. Instead there are milk teas,
some flavors like brown sugar are milk and sugar
which is not tea. Both milk tea and tea are classified
as boba tea. Instead of milk and tea, there are also
fruit drinks and slushies.

3. Personality Quiz: What flavor of boba would you be?

1. What food do you like best?
(A) Smores
(B) Mango
(C) Strawberries
(D) Oreo

2. What ingredient do you like to add to baked
goods?

(A  Whatever is in the recipe
(B) Popping candies
(C) Brown Sugar
(D) Crystal sparkles

3. What topping do you like most?
(A) Pudding
(B) Jelly
(C) Custard
(D) Oreo

Results
If you chose mostly A’s you have a Smores slush drink with
normal boba and pudding as a topping.
If you chose mostly B’s you have a mango drink with popping
boba and a jelly topping.
If you chose mostly C’s you have a strawberry drink with
brown sugar boba and a topping of custard.
Lastly if you have mostly D’s then you have an oreo drink with
crystal boba and an oreo topping.-Emily Dean
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Which Type of Bear are You Based on Your
Preferred Burger?
#1: What Kind of Bun?

A: Regular Bun
B: Square Buns
C: Pretzel Buns
D: Bun with Sesame Seeds

#2: What Kind of Meat?
A: Beef
B: Bacon
C: Chicken
D: Impossible

#3: What Toppings?
A: None
B: Everything
C: Just Cheese, Please
D: Only Greens

#4: And Finally, What’s Your Favorite Burger
Restaurant?

A: Burger King
B: Homemade
C: Shake Shack
D: McDonalds

RESULTS!
If you got mostly A’s, you are… a GRIZZLY BEAR!
You like the classics, so you are the most classic
type of bear, a grizzly bear! Congrats, I guess.

If you got mostly B’s, you are… a BLACK BEAR!
You like some more unique options, but you still like
a lot of popular stuff. Black bears aren't what most
people think of when they think of bears, but they
are pretty great.

If you got mostly C’s, you are… a POLAR BEAR!
You like to keep it simple, but with a good twist, not
unlike the way polar bears are just brown bears but
white.

If you got mostly D’s, you are… a PANDA! You
don’t need many options because you know exactly
what you like, which is probably something
vegetarian. You might be the cutest of all the bears,
too!

B E A R  L O V E  U B E A R Y  M U C H
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What Type Of Obscure Marine Animal Are You?

Henry Goldstein

If you were in a Disney movie, what character would you be?

A. Main character, 100%

B. The main character’s best friend is best.

C. I want to be the antagonist

D. The wise elder that assists the main character

If you could dye your skin any color, what would it be?

A. All of them

B. Pastel colors

C. Transparent or camouflage

D. Dark and moody colors

What’s your mental age?

A. 10-19

B. 60 and up

C. 20-59

D. 0-9

What’s your attack strategy of choice?

A. Flatter, impress, sparkle

B. Play dead, tentacles, swallow

C. Chomp, chomp, pow pow

D. Ambush, sting, electrocute

What do you do in your freetime?

A. Being gorgeous, cleaning my home, and helping others

B. Chillaxing and eating whatever comes my way

C. Hunting and attacking

D. Suntanning, being by myself, and ambushing anything that comes near me
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If you answered the most “A”s, you are a Rainbow Parrot Fish!

The Rainbow Parrot Fish is a beautiful rainbow fish species in the family Scaridae. It’s

common and lives in coral reefs, mangroves, and seagrass in

the western Atlantic. It eats algae, bacterial colonies,

sponges, and invertebrates and is responsible for cleaning

and restoring coral reefs. It lives up to 16 years and as an

adult is the size of a small eight-year-old CAAP-goer. It is

obviously the main character and uses its beauty and flattery

as its weapon.

If you answered the most

“B”s, you are a Sunflower Sea Star!

The Sunflower Sea Star is a critically endangered species found

in the northeast Pacific. It’s one of the largest sea stars in the

world, with an arm span that is the height of an average-sized

four-year-old. They typically have 16-24 arms and eat sea

urchins, clams, snails, and other small invertebrates by

disturbingly sucking them into their mouths using hundreds of

small tentacles. Clearly, it’s the main character’s best friend

that balances out its overly happy disposition with logic, moodiness, and planning, and

will sacrifice its life to save its friend.

If you answered the most “C”s, you are a Goblin

Shark!

The Goblin Shark is an uncommon species of deep-sea

shark and is the only existing member of the 125-million

year old Mitsukuriandae family. It is typically the size of

three six-year-olds stacked on top of each other in a

trenchcoat, but one has been captured that was nearly the

size of three Shaqs. It has nail-like teeth, a long, flat snout,

and an appetite for fish, squid, octopus, and crustaceans. Its snout can detect electrical

fields, which helps it detect its prey. It is the antagonist and will do anything to stop the

main character but ultimately gets defeated with the protagonist’s best friend’s brave

sacrifice.

If you answered the most “D”s, you are a

Whitemargin Stargazer!

The Whitemargin Stargazer is a strange fish in the

Uranoscopidae family. It lives in the Indopacific and

is the length of kneehigh socks. It buries itself in the

ground to camouflage and uses its tentacles and

electrified additional organ to shock its prey with up

to 50 volts of energy and sting them with venom

before eating them. It is the wise elder that the

protagonist and protagonist’s best friend find in order to hear the mysterious prophecy

that will dictate their fate.
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HELP UKRAINE

BY DONATING*

MEDICAL SUPPLIES!

WHAT WE NEED:
● Gauze, and Ace Bandages
● Celox Hemostatic Agents/QuikClot
● Vitamins C and D
● Non-Lithium-Ion Batteries (AA and AAA)
● First Aid Kits
● Nitrile Medical Gloves
● Medical Scissors and Medical Tape
● Over-the-counter Painkillers (ibuprofen, aspirin)
● Flu Medication and Fever Reducer (for adults and kids)
● Antiseptic Creams (Bacitracin, Neosporin) and wipes
● CPR Face Shields
● Baby Formula
● Creams for treating minor burns

Please bring all donations to the box in the

Main Lobby at CAAP by Friday, July 22.

*If you prefer to donate on Amazon or with a financial donation contact marcygsacks@gmail.com

with the subject line “UKRAINE”  and she will email you the donation links.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ukraine Forward is a group of community members from Boston and New England on a mission
to provide urgent, life-saving resources to Ukrainian hospitals and medics. Our main base of
operations is in the parish house of the Christ the King Ukrainian Catholic Church in Jamaica
Plain, where we meet several times per week to receive, sort, and send medical donations to
Ukraine. We also have a workspace in Newton at the Russian School of Mathematics for the
next month.

mailto:marcygsacks@gmail.com

